
Introducing GeckoEye: Security for Peace of Mind
The new security gadget can be mounted anywhere to protect property or watch over children and pets, and it can be connected to any
mobile device or computer.

RIGA, Latvia–GeckoEye is the newest innovation in home security devices. The versatile gadget provides around-the-clock safety for the
home, office, or car. It can even provide a simple and very secure monitor for babies or pets. To date, GeckoEye has produced several
prototypes of the camera and software and has tested them for compatibility. The team plans to perfect the apps and the equipment and get it
ready for market launch. To begin mass production, an Indiegogo campaign has commenced. The crowdfunding campaign will end on
September 21, 2014, and has a funding goal of $100,000 USD.

GeckoEye is an easy replacement for overpriced and outdated security systems. The new device works together with existing technology and
is offered for a much more reasonable price. The cameras can be mounted anywhere and can be connected to a smartphone, tablet, or PC
through Wi-Fi and GeckoEye’s proprietary software, GeckoEye Station.

The new smart-home device comes with a motion detector, 2 HD cameras, a highly sensitive microphone, a solar charger, a high capacity
battery, a GPS tracker for locating a vehicle, 128 GB onboard storage plus secured cloud storage. Each GeckoEye customer receives 50 GB
of free cloud storage. More storage can be purchased. Cloud storage is always secure and encrypted. User authentication is required in order
to access it. 

Users are able to check in on their property from afar with the new technology. Videos can be viewed even from the opposite side of the globe.
GeckoEye will send immediate alerts to its user through any preferred form of communication, either SMS, Facebook message, or email. The
device can be monitored live or videos may be stored and viewed later.

The sleek camera design is made of high quality materials and comes with aluminum or black polycarbonate casing. GeckoEye is offering the
security device to its crowdfunding supporters along with the app and 50 GB of cloud storage per year. With a pledge of just $189 USD, a
supporter can receive one black camera set. The sleek aluminum design is granted to supporters that pledge $229 USD. Backers can receive
3 camera sets for a discounted price, and retailers can receive a package of 10 camera sets for a 15% discount, which can be sold in stores.
To become a supporter of the campaign, visit https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/geckoeye-security-for-peace-of-mind.

About GeckoEye Project:

The GeckoEye Project team consists of software and hardware developers, designers, engineers, and marketing specialists. They strive to
develop smart gadgets that create a sense of calmness and safety for their users. GeckoEye, the all-in-one security device, has been under
development for seven months. 
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